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DIVISION 14 - CONVEYING SYSTEMS 
 
GENERAL PROVISIONS 
 

 UNC elevator requirements exceed most manufacturers “pre-engineered” 
specifications.  
 

 Manufacturer of elevator control system shall provide to the University, for 
use by a service company of their choice, diagnostic service tools with all 
supporting information, written and electronic, necessary for programming, 
troubleshooting, adjusting and servicing the elevator, (unless such equipment 
is completely self contained). Such device shall be in possession of and 
become the property of the University. 

 

 Elevator manufacturer shall provide complete wiring diagrams showing as-
built conditions, and all service and operating manuals related to the elevator 
and associated equipment.  Operation and Maintenance manuals shall also 
include adjusters and set up manuals, software documentation, lubrication 
instructions and access codes for each elevator. 

 

 Include complete parts catalogs with identifying numbers and ordering 
instructions. 

 

 Manufacturers who will not provide the above specified maintenance 
information will not be considered. 

 

 Elevator specification shall include full maintenance service during the one 
year warranty period.  Service shall include 24 hour per day emergency call 
back service and preventive maintenance routines as required by the UNC 
elevator maintenance specification available from Facilities Management. 

 

 Elevators are required in buildings of more than 1 story. In larger buildings or 
certain building uses, both freight and passenger elevators may be required. 
Discuss the required quantity of elevators with Facilities Management early in 
design process. 

 

 Locate elevators to service basement and penthouse equipment rooms. 
Restricted access via card or key control may be required for some levels. 

 

 Provide suitable HVAC system for all machine rooms. Maintain temperatures 
between 65 - 90 deg. F. Make sure and consider year round cooling source 
as the main building chilled water system will not usually be available in cold 
months. 
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 Temporary use of elevators during construction must be approved in advance 
by Owner. If approved, entire elevator, including machinery, electrical 
components, doors, operators and controls are tested, adjusted and put in 
new condition with specified warranties and maintenance to take effect at 
notice of acceptance. Not more than one elevator shall be used for this 
purpose. 

 
ELEVATOR REQUIREMENTS 
 

 Elevator controller shall be microprocessor based and housed in an enclosed 
cabinet with hinged access doors. Controller shall include enhanced 
diagnostic capability to monitor, store and recall elevator malfunctions. 
Controller shall be field programmable. 

 

 Traction elevators to have solid state invertor type for AC drive unit elevators. 
Drive unit to be sized a minimum of 115% of design load. 

 

 Specify vandal resistant LED type fixtures for all cab and floor controls and 
indicating devices. 

 

 Provide infrared pulsed screen door edge protective device. 
 

 Guide rails shall be planed steel tees with roller guides, 6” minimum diameter.   
 

 Door operators shall include the following features; ball bearing, belt driven, 
solid state controller, control and adjustment from the car top, adjustable 
closing torque to meet code requirements, slow nudging action. 

 

 Single speed, center opening doors are preferred. 
 

 Provide an access keyway at each hoist way door with lockable escutcheon 
keyed to match UNC standard hoist way barrel key. Ace II, Chicago lock 
#137CLC, bland # 6950. 

 

 Fire service, accessory and independent service keys to be UNC standard 
barrel keys. Contact Facilities Management lock shop for specific keying. 

 

 Elevators to be 2500# minimum capacity. 150 – 175 FPM. 
 

 Specify selective collective control for single elevators, Duplex Selective 
Collective for two elevators or Group Automatic Control for multiple cars. 
Where more than two elevators are scheduled in group operation, provide 
microprocessor to control car movements. Provide automatic dispatching of 
selected cars in response to changes in demand for different traffic 
conditions. 
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 Hydraulic machines shall be specified with a submersible type pump unit. 
Provide “soft start” motor starting circuits for motors over 20 horsepower. 
Motors to be rated for 125 starts per hour minimum. 

 

 Provide a standby power source to automatically lower car to lowest landing 
using DC battery power source installed in the elevator machine room.  
Include solid state charger and testing means. 

 

 Provide a push to talk telephone instrument and telephone cabinet with drilled 
speaker pattern integral with control station. 

 

 Travel cable to include 15% spare capacity plus a 6 pr shielded cable and a 
coax cable. 

 

 Hydraulic elevators shall include PVC or fiberglass reinforced plastic cylinder 
lining for casing to fit closely around jack unit. Fabricate with watertight sealed 
bottom and gasketed seal flange at top. Fill void between PVC sleeve and 
hydraulic cylinder with Union Guard 160 or approved equivalent corrosion 
protection. 

 

 If a hole less hydraulic cylinder is desired, specify a “standard” application 
hole less hydraulic elevator. 

 

 Provide removable pads to protect walls. 
 
MODERNIZATION REQUIREMENTS 
 

 Door operator to be high speed, heavy duty master DC door operator as 
manufactured by Moline Accessories Company (MAC) or GAL Manufacturing 
Corp.. 

 

 Provide infrared pulsed screen door edge protective device. 
 

 Signal fixtures: LED  Prefer vandal resistant fixtures by Elevator Products 
Corp. (EPCO).  Substitutions must be approved by Owner. 

 

 Prefer microprocessor based elevator control systems by Motion Control 
Engineering (MCE) HMC 1000, VS1A landing system or Thompson 2400. 
Provide electronic soft start. 

 

 Provide an access keyway at each hoist way door with lockable escutcheon 
keyed to match UNC standard hoist way barrel key. 

 

 Provide a standby power source to automatically lower car to lowest landing 
using DC battery power source installed in the elevator machine room.  
Include solid state charger and testing means. 
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 Provide a push to talk telephone instrument and telephone cabinet with drilled 
speaker pattern integral with control station. 

 

 Hydraulic machines shall be specified with a submersible type pump unit. 
 

 Hydraulic valves to be Maxton, 2 way constant speed or Thyssen Krupp 1-2. 


